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CW1. Altarnun Bridge crosses the Penpont Water, a tributary of the River Inney in the village from which it
takes its name. Different sources suggest origins in either the 15th or the 17th century; my inclination is to believe
the latter. It has two semi-circular roughly dressed slate-stone rubble arches, spanning c3m and the massive
central pier has capped cutwaters at either face. There are single flush arch rings. The bridge is 2.1m wide and
is now used only as a footbridge; the minor road it once carried passes over a modern bridge to the east. In the
early 20th century, girders were laid across the cutwaters to add to the width, but all traces of them have now
been removed, but presumably the parapets had to be rebuilt. Access is good all around the bridge.
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CW2. Berriow Bridge is a multi-span bridge carrying the B3254 across the River Lynher at Berriowbridge. The
bridge has 3 four-centred arches, each of span c2m, with double chamfered arch rings in two orders. The fabric
is coursed granite rubble with the parapets topped with granite coping. The cutwaters and piers are almost as
broad as the arches and rise to form two refuges at roadway level. The bridge dates to the 16th century. It was
first documented in 1584, repaired in 1640 and widened, on the upstream side, from the original 2.6m in 1890.
Access is non-existent save from the private grounds of a nearby B&B, so apart from peering over the parapet
I have had to rely on a picture, presumably taken from there, showing the downstream face, which is unaltered
except, I think, for the parapets.
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CW3. Bodithiel Bridge carries a minor road
leading south from the A38 across the River
Fowey, immediately to the west of Liskeard
Trago Mills which are now a retail outlet. It
comprises two slightly pointed arches of very
different span and age. The original bridge
viewed by Leland in 1538 had three pointed
arches, of which the east face of that to the north,
(on the right in the upstream view below), and
the accompanying soffits are thought to be the
only visible survivals. In the 19th century the two
southern arches were replaced by a single arch,
and a western extension was added, apparently
in that order. The upper photograph, taken
through the larger arch from upstream shows a
step change in arch shape a bit more than 70% through; both arches of the extension are segmental The original
smaller arch, presumably dating from c1500, is described by the Listing as 3-centred, though it and the other
appeared pointed to me. There is a single flush arch ring made of voussoirs which appear slightly less regular than
those on the other arch. There is a low cutwater between the arches and a heavy buttress to the north, at this face.
The fabric of the whole structure is rubble, save for the shaped granite parapet copings. Access is possible to view
both faces, but the car park of the retail centre yields the least obstructed view. Clearly those charged with combining
the two southern arches wished to preserve a faux-medieval aspect, but those responsible for the widening had a
purely utilitarian view; the result is something of a hotchpotch.
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CW4. Bradford Bridge (Blisland) is in a hamlet called Bradford, north-east of Blisland carrying a farm access
road across the River De Lank, a tributary of the River Camel. It is of clapper style with heavy granite lintels laid
across 3 narrow vertical piers and the abutments, delineating 4 rectangular channels, each spanning of the
order of 2m. The roadway laid on the lintels is c3m wide, but has been widened by about 1m on the east,
upstream face, where cutwaters have presumably been rebuilt. I am undecided as to whether widening has
taken place downstream as well, but if so the bridge as built originally was a footbridge scarcely more than 1m
wide, and carts and coaches will have used a nearby ford. There are metal railings. The Listing dates the bridge
to the 17th century, and indicates that widening occurred in the 20 th century. The upper photograph was taken
from the west, downstream, the lower from the east.
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Just to the north of Bradford Bridge is a small
clapper bridge, crossing a streamlet which flows
into the De Lank River. It comprises three lintel
slabs resting on a central pier comprising loosely
stacked granite blocks and abutments similarly
constructed. There is a metal rail on the west
edge of a pathway c1m wide. Apparently there
are at least two other similar bridges close by
Bradford Bridge, but as they probably date from
the 19th century, rather than earlier, I did not seek
them out.
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CW5. Callington New Bridge which I originally
dated to the 15th century carries the A390 over
the River Lynher, just to the south-west of
Callington. The first written reference was in
1478, and King Charles I crossed in 1644, after
his victory at the Battle of Lostwithiel. It seems to
have been substantially rebuilt, and perhaps
widened in 1698, and it was definitely widened
from c4m by 1.5m on the downstream side in
1874; that face is shown above. There are four
segmental arches, each of span, 3.6m, and a rectangular flood arch. The triangular cutwaters extend upwards to
provide refuges at both faces. The fabric is a mixture of rubble-stone and ashlar granite blocks, with cut-stone
voussoirs, forming double arch rings in two orders; the existence of keystones is perplexing. There are moulded
granite strings above the upstream arches interrupted by the cutwaters. Brackets on the upstream face were
probably used to secure stake nets by a fishery. With a 19 th century widening downstream, and what I term 18th
century markers upstream, I think I have previously mis-interpretted what can actually be seen of this bridge; I will
assign it to the late-17th century, though there may be hidden 15th century elements, and its overall form is certainly
compatible with the earlier date.
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CW6. Camborne Penponds Bridge is a
clapper bridge crossing an un-named stream
which flows into the left bank of the Red River; it
is beside Mill Road in the south-western outskirts
of Camborne. I have not been there, and the only
photograph I could find on the internet was on a
website called ‘Save Pendarves Quoit’; taken
from the south, it is alongside, but apart from
confirming the presence of the bridge, it does not
convey much information. The Listing indicates
that there 2 piers, of piled up granite blocks, and thus 3 rectangular channels. They are formed by roughly-cut
granite slabs tied together in pairs by iron staples, to give a pathway of width, c0.9m. The bridge might be c3.5m
long, which would suggest spans of c0.9m, allowing for the pier widths, but I would emphasise that these are rough
estimates only. There are iron rails of unknown vintage along the south edge of the pathway. The Listing suggests
the age as 18th century or older, and essentially I go along with that placing it in the 17/18th century, though it is
interesting that the website referred to above links it or more likely a predecessor, to a pilgrimage route to St.
Michaels Mount, in the 16th century or earlier.
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CW7. Cardinham New Bridge, though in Cardinham parish, would be better named Glynn New Bridge,
following Henderson, and it crosses the River Fowey, just north of the A38, carrying a minor ‘no-through’ road,
about 7 kilometres east of Bodmin. As can be seen in the photograph below, taken from downstream, it
comprises 3 segmental arches, with the two on the right (south) of greater span than the other, probably c5m
each. The fabric is coursed rubble. The photograph also supports the comments by Henderson and the Listing
that the bridge is much rebuilt, because each arch has different features; the southernmost has single flush arch
rings on each face, but is set in a rectangular frame, the middle one has arch rings with a small chamfer, and
the northern one appears to have double arch rings in two orders, though the Listing suggests that this is an
effect of widening of an original arch. This would imply that the other arches have been completely rebuilt to
give the present roadway width of 2.75m as their soffits do not provide evidence of widening, and I doubt this.
The piers are broad, especially the southern one, and carry cutwaters tapered off just above the arch crowns.
The overall appearance, as opposed to some of the detail, supports the Listing estimate that the bridge was
built in the late-15th century, though its purpose is an open question. Access is good downstream but difficult
otherwise.
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CW8. Clapper Bridge at Pillaton crosses the
River Lynher, carrying a minor road; the name
suggests a simple beam bridge, but this was
replaced centuries ago, and as can be seen, the
present structure has three semi-circular arches,
of spans in the range 2.1 to 2.7m, and a
rectangular flood arch. There is dispute as to the
age of the bridge, between evidence of early 16th
century origins, and features characteristic of
bridges built two centuries later; there has
certainly been reconstruction which may square
the circle. The shaped granite voussoirs forming single flush arch rings at each face are probably of later date;
otherwise the fabric is rubble with some dressed blocks. The roadway is 2.7m wide, and two upstream cutwaters
are carried upwards to provide refuges. The view above is taken from downstream with the pilasters and keystones
in the arch rings almost certainly dating from the 18th century. The upstream view below is almost entirely supportive
of the earlier origins with the very broad piers, and large cutwaters. Normally such differences between the faces
would be indicative of widening, but this does not appear to have taken place. Access is good upstream, but while
the setting is fine, the bridge itself is something of a mixture.
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CW9. Druxton Bridge carries a minor road across the River Tamar, about a mile north of Higher New Bridge,
to the north-east of Launceston. The fabric is stone rubble with dressed granite voussoirs. It comprises 4 near
semi-circular arches, with a maximum span of 3.7m, and with single flush arch rings. The carriageway width is
slightly less than 3m, and the bridge has not been widened. A heavy string course runs across immediately
above the arches, interrupted by the cutwaters which are now capped at parapet level, though apparently they
once rose to provide refuges. There are references to bridges on the site in the 14 th century but there seems to
be a consensus that the bridge we see now was built in the 16th century, though there was considerable
rebuilding in the 19th century, including of the flatter western arch, which is to the right in the photograph below.
The bridge is easily observed from upstream. As regards its plain appearance it suffers by comparison with its
near-neighbour but it is solid if not elegant as befits its survival for close to 500 years.
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CW10. Greystone Bridge carries the B3362 over the River Tamar at the boundary between Cornwall and
Devon and is one of two, Horse Bridge is the other, dating from the first half of the 15th century; documentation
survives from 1439 offering indulgences for contributions. There are five semi-circular river arches springing
from high imposts, 3m above normal water level, each spanning 6.9m, and two smaller segmental flood arches,
one on each bank of the river with spans of 3m and 4.2m. The height of the bridge measured to the top of the
parapets, is 6.6m above the normal water level. The total bridge length exceeds 67m. The roadway is 3m wide
with 8 triangular refuges springing up from the pointed cutwaters. The fabric is largely rubble, but with finegrained freestone used in the arches and for underwork. The arches have very unusual double arch-rings
separated by hoodmoulds, and there is a string course above each archway, upstream and downstream. The
condition of the bridge which is approaching 600 years old is marvellous and it has clearly been kept in good
repair. Access is quite good though trees obscure the structure to a considerable extent, and this presumably
explains why different authorities actually quote different numbers of arches making up the bridge.
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CW11. Gunnislake Bridge, often called New
Bridge, is the furthest downstream of three
ancient River Tamar crossing points, (the others
are spanned by Greystone and Horse Bridges).
It remained the lowest downstream road bridge,
0.8km upstream of the tidal limit, until the
opening of the Tamar Suspension Bridge in
1961. Gunnislake Bridge, which now carries
traffic using the roads between Liskeard and
Tavistock, was built around 1520 under the aegis
of Sir Piers Edgcumbe, the owner of Cotehele
estate, nearby. It is constructed of ashlar granite or moor-stone masonry, with four very slightly pointed arches of
6.4m span, plus one of 5.5m and another of 4.3m, 6 in all. They spring from 8.2m above water level. There are
double arch rings in two orders. The pier cutwaters extend up to parapet level, 12.8m above the river bed, to provide
pedestrian refuges. The road width is 3.7m. The total length of the bridge is 54m. The bridge was an important route
into south east Cornwall, and was the site of a Civil War skirmish on 20th July 1644. The Parliamentarian forces
won, losing 40 men while the Royalists lost 200 men, either killed or taken prisoner. I was unable to find a suitable
spot from which to photograph the bridge, so must rely on the old postcards looking, above from downstream, and
below from upstream, taken from the internet. The variations between the arch surrounds and parapets suggest
that the latter have been rebuilt.
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CW12. Helland Bridge crosses the Camel
River, a few miles north of Bodmin, and is
thought to date from the early 15th century. It
comprises 4 very irregular pointed arches
springing from the normal water level, each
c4.5m in span; the carriageway is 2.8m feet wide
only. The fabric is slate rubble with dressed slate
voussoirs. There are double arch-rings, the inner
recessed, on some arches, but others are single.
The large triangular cutwaters vary in size but
rise to road level to provide refuges. One arch
differs completely from the others in being
triangular; it is suggested it may have been
rebuilt after a flood in 1847, though if so it is
curious that double arch rings were included. There is a curious ledge cum lintel on another arch, which may also
indicate a rebuild, though again there are double arch rings here. Access to view each face of the bridge is easy
enough, but only from upstream, is it possible to photograph a substantial part of the bridge, the southern two arches
above, and the northern arches as below, with the second from the south in both photographs. From downstream
the obscuration by trees is almost total, at least in summer.
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CW13. Higher New Bridge over the River Tamar now sits beside a modern bridge carrying the A388, a few
miles north-east of Launceston; it is so-named to distinguish it from another New Bridge further down the river.
The fabric is largely granite ashlar mixed with some coursed rubble of local stone. The river bridge comprises 3
slightly pointed arches, the largest 8.5m in span, with dressed double arch rings, the lower ones slightly
recessed beneath hood moulds; the arches spring from moulded imposts. There are cutwaters on each face
which rise to provide refuges in a roadway which narrows to 3.65m. There is a small segmental flood arch. The
build-date is quoted as 1504, and the bridge was described by Leland; although there has been the usual repair
work/rebuilding of the parapets, the bridge is thought to be otherwise unaltered, and is one of the many
impressive old bridges on the River Tamar. It is best viewed from the bypass bridge upstream, though summer
foliage prevents the whole bridge from being seen at once, as shown.
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CW14. Horse Bridge which carries a minor road over the River Tamar, dates to 1437, and is similar to but
overall, larger. than Greystone Bridge, a few miles upstream, which was built at much the same time,
presumably by the same mason. The fabric is roughly coursed slate-stone with mainly granite coping and
dressings. There are 5 semi-circular arches, each spans 6m springing from imposts 2.7m above the normal
river surface, with flood arches to either side, giving a total length of 60m to which is added a 15m causeway at
the western end. The arches have double rings of voussoirs, the upper of which are chamfered, the lower,
recessed; there are chamfered imposts and a moulded string course. The five triangular cutwaters on each face
rise up to pedestrian refuges, which have projecting brackets on the upstream side. The roadway is 3.6m wide
as built. This fine bridge has been kept in good repair though the details are unrecorded. Access is good
downstream, less so upstream, but as far as can be determined there is no substantial difference between the
two faces.
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CW15. Key Bridge is in a hamlet named for it,
north-west of Blisland and further north of
Bodmin; it carries a minor road over the River De
Lank, just short of that tributary’s juncture with
the River Camel. The bridge comprises 2 arches,
spanning 3.6m in the case of the pointed eastern
arch, and 4.2m in the case of the segmental
western arch. The fabric is coursed rubble, with
dressed, single, flush arch rings. The roadway is
2.4m wide and provided with refuges at each
face above the cutwaters; there is a 17th century
sundial in the northern recess. The bridge itself
is dated reasonably by Henderson to the 16th
century, though it might be imagined that the two
arch forms imply at least two building stages. I
could not get access, other than from the road,
and the resulting lower photograph shows only a
part of the western segmental arch. Accordingly
I have transposed Henderson’s photograph,
taken from downstream, to give an idea of what
the bridge looked like in the 1920s, and it does
not appear to have changed, judging by my
observations and the Listing account.
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CW16. Lady Vale Clapper Bridge is in
Cardinham Woods, 3km east of Bodmin; it
carries a path over the Cardinham Water, a right
bank tributary of the River Fowey. I have not
visited the bridge and the 2 photographs come
from the ‘Waymarking’ internet site. From them
it can be seen that the design is both unusual
and precarious. It is formed from narrow slabs,
which may once have been tied together, in 2
sets of 4, forming a walkway supported on piers
made of piled rocks. Two of these are beside the
banks, with the other at the centre of the stream,
so forming two nominally rectangular channels
through which the stream flows, though the
bridge

sags

considerably.

Unfortunately,

although there are many photographs on the
internet, no-one has given measurements, nor
did Henderson, and any estimate of mine would
only be a guess. The name stems from the
existence of a chapel here in the 12th century,
and some suggest that the bridge dates from
then. I do not think that is credible, but the slabs
look old enough to date from the 17th century,
though the fact that they are intact argues
against that to a degree. Apparently the bridge is
now fenced off, and an alternative crossing has been supplied.
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CW17. Lerryn Bridge over the River Lerryn carries the road from Lostwithiel, c5km to the north-west, into the
village of Lerryn. The fabric is mainly rubble with granite dressings. It comprises 2 unequally sized 4-centred
arches, of spans 3.9m and 2.4m, with single chamfered arch rings, springing from moulded granite imposts.
Cutwaters upstream and downstream, made from large granite blocks rise to provide refuges in a roadway
2.85m wide. The style of the bridge suggests a build date in the early 16 th century, and it was mentioned by
Leland. However, in 1573 as part of a repair exercise, a third arch similar in size to the smaller arch, but at the
north end, was removed and presumably replaced by the causeway visible now, leaving the curiously lop-sided
aspect. The bridge is easily viewed on both faces.
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CW18. Lostwithiel Bridge is situated in the
town centre at the lowest crossing point of the
River Fowey, at its tidal limit, and dates from the
medieval era when Lostwithiel was capital of the
Duchy of Cornwall, and a busy port for the export
of tin. Historians have generally dated at least
part of the bridge to either the late 13th century or
very early 14th century; there are no records of
its construction, but it is mentioned in records of
1314 and 1357. In 1437, Bishop Lacy of Exeter
granted an Indulgence for its repair, and Henderson slightly unconvincingly favours this as the construction date,
on grounds of similarities to other Cornish bridges built at that time. The bridge is of slate rubble construction and
has nine spans. The western end is oldest comprising five pointed arches with double arch rings, and cutwaters
rising to pedestrian refuges at road level. These arches vary in span from 3.4 to 3.8m. In the 16th century, a new
channel was dug in the river to the east of the bridge and at first, a timber structure carried traffic from the stone
bridge to the riverbank, but this was soon replaced by stone arches. A stone in the southern bridge parapet dated
1676, must refer to further repair work. The middle section of the bridge is two rounded arches of spans 4.3m and
1.9m which cross an island, while the easternmost two rounded arches are each of 3.1m span. The distance
between the parapets varies from 3.5m to 4.5m, and the bridge remains open to two-way traffic. Remains of a
causeway carrying the bridge into the town have been discovered, and it is known that there was a medieval chapel
at one end. The upper photograph was taken from the north (downstream), the lower from the south; both focus on
the oldest arches to the west, and show that the faces are near-identical, including the pairing of the large buttresses,
on the right below, suggesting that this part of the bridge has never been widened.
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CW19. Nanny Moore’s Bridge is near the centre of the town of Bude, and allows pedestrians to cross the River
Strat (also called the River Neet). It comprises 3 segmental arches, each spanning c3.5m, and to the west a
cantilevered, beam-supported continuation, which was designed to be lifted to allow the passage of boats
through a fourth channel. The bridge walkway is for the most part 2.2m wide, narrowing to 1.5m over the western
channel. It is built of rubble, and the arches have single flush arch rings; the Listing refers to keystones but I am
unconvinced that they are present, so the bridge is most likely older than 18th century, the preferred if not
conclusive dating by the Listing, but I place it in the 17/18th century category. It is possible that the bridge was
built in the 16th century to give access to a tide mill. However the plinths and concrete around the abutments
are certainly modern, as are the hideous blue wooden railings. The bridge was apparently named for a local
resident in the 19th century. Access is good all around.
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CW20. Panters Bridge lies just off a minor road running west from St. Neot to Bodmin and crosses the River
Bedalder, a tributary of the River Fowey; it dates to the 15 th century. The fabric is mainly coursed slate-stone
rubble, with granite coping to the parapet walls. There are two 4-centred arches, with double arch-rings in two
orders of slate-stone, and with spans of 4.2m. The broad pier carries a triangular cutwater rising to a refuge on
each face. The parapet walls are 1m high, and on the downstream side are continued for about 9m, and splayed
back. The bridge is c2.5m wide and its total length is c12m. In a document dated 1613 there is a reference to a
‘Pontwise’ bridge, and this may well be the original name. The bridge is easily viewed from downstream, as
below.
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CW21. Plusha Bridge carries a minor road
over the River Lynher; the nearest substantial
village is Pensilva, about half-way between
Launceston

and

Liskeard.

Unfortunately

access to the bridge from where it can be
viewed as an entity is non-existent; all that
was possible was to peer over the parapets
and confirm that the features in the 2
photographs which I have taken from the
internet, are still in existence. The fabric of the
original bridge was granite rubble, but it was
widened by an unknown amount to 4m in
1913, (evidence seems visible in the upper
photograph) and the added stonework looks
to be ashlar. The bridge comprises 3 arches
each spanning 2.7m with just a suspicion of a
point, giving with broad piers a total length of
c15m; there are single flush arch rings. The
cutwaters on the unaltered upstream face are
capped at parapet level. The bridge is thought
to date to the 15th century.
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CW22. Polwheverall Bridge carries a minor
road over a stream, not seemingly named, which
runs south into Polwheverall Creek on the north
bank of Helston River; the nearest village, to the
north, is Constantine. The upstream and
downstream faces are shown in the upper and
lower photographs. The vault upstream is made
of a series of formed granite beams in the shape
of a 4-centred arch placed side by side; above
them are heavy granite rectangular-section
beams on which rest the trackway and the low
parapets made of large, roughly shaped granite
blocks.

The

bridge

has

been

widened

downstream by continuing the upper granite
beams, which act as lintels in the extension,
carrying the widened road and a parapet the
same as that upstream. I emphasise the small
scale of the bridge which spans c1m, and even
after widening, the roadway is c2.5m across. As
might have been inferred from the arch shape,
the bridge is 16th century, dating to 1572
according to all sources, though the widening
operation was much more recent, perhaps 19th
century. Access is good once the bridge has
been found.
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CW23. Polyphant Bridge, also known as
Hicks Mill Bridge. crosses the River Inney,
6km south-west of Launceston. I have not
visited this bridge, and the photographs I have
found, like that of Mr. Harper, alongside, do
not illustrate any salient features, but confirm
the existence of the bridge by showing the
parapets. The Listing indicates that the bridge
has two arches, that to the east dating from
the 17th century, but that to the west is a
rebuild, following the partial destruction of the
bridge by a flood in 1847. The original arch has double arch rings. The central pier has triangular cutwaters at
each face, each capped with a granite slab. My estimate of the carriageway width is c2.7m, so it is unlikely that
the bridge has been widened.
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CW24. Resprynn Bridge over the River Fowey
carries a minor road close to Lanhydrock House,
a National Trust property just to the north of
Lostwithiel. The fabric is a mixture of dressed,
coursed moor-stone and rubble. It comprises 5
arches of differing shapes, spans and ages. The
central arch is slightly pointed, although it seems
to have sagged slightly, and spans 3.9m. The
two eastern arches are segmental and wider,
while those to the west are 4-centred. The latter
have single flush arch rings, but the others have
double arch rings, of which the upper are narrow,
the lower wider and recessed; none are
chamfered. There are 3 upstream cutwaters, and 2, downstream all in the eastern part of the bridge, and all rising
to provide refuges in a roadway only 3.3m wide, shown in the old photograph above. The first records of a bridge
here date to 1300, and the name means ‘ford’, but the oldest central arch is thought to date to the 15th century,
while the two to the east are thought to survive from a century later. The western arches are clearly different in style
and are probably a 19th century reconstruction using material salvaged from earlier structures. There was a prereformation chapel dedicated to St. Martin, on or beside the early bridge. The bridge was the site of skirmishes
during the Civil War, but did not sustain significant damage. Access to the river bank is possible downstream though
trees inhibit the view of an interesting bridge.
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CW25. Ruthern Bridge carries a minor road across the River Ruthern, a tributary of the River Camel, to the
west of Bodmin. The upstream photograph below indicates that it comprises two 4-centred arches, of span
c3.5m, separated by a broad pier. There are large cutwaters on both faces of the pier which rise to refuges, and
unusually there are two smaller refuges at the upstream face outside the arches. The fabric is rubble, some
coursed, especially around the cutwaters, and as seen in the upstream view there are double arch rings in two
orders. The roadway is 2.8m wide, and there is no evidence of widening in the soffits, but the Listing points up
differences between the two faces, namely that the arches are rounded, and the arch rings single and recessed,
downstream. Normally, this would be a sure sign of rebuilding or widening, but as stated the soffits display no
evidence of this or indeed of a change in the arch form. I did not gain access downstream so cannot resolve the
matter. The bridge is first documented in 1498, so can be accounted 15th century.
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CW26. St. Austell West Bridge, also called ‘The Old Bridge’, crosses the St. Austell River near the centre of
the town, on Westhill Road; it is now closed to motor vehicles. It comprises 3 segmental, slightly stilted arches
of which the central river one spans c3m. The fabric is rubble and the central arch has double flush arch rings,
whereas the others have single flush arch rings, curiously angled in the case of the north-west arch (on the left
in the photograph below). Henderson gave the carriageway width as 2.4m, in the 1920s, whereas my own
estimate is 3.3m, a discrepancy which probably means that a widening operation has taken place in the
intervening years. The soffits do not supply conclusive evidence, not least because they were quite hard to view,
but a heavy horizontal beam in the left hand arch suggests that it changes shape at the downstream face. The
bridge was mentioned as of stone by Leland, which implies origins in c1500, and certainly the overview with
broad piers, 4 large cutwaters rising to refuges, and proportionately narrow arches supports such dating, though
modifications have certainly been made since.
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CW27. St. Erth Bridge over the River Hayle is
in the centre of St. Erth, a village to the northeast of Penzance, and just south of the town of
Hayle. It spans two branches of the river, with a
single segmental arch to the west, in the
foreground in the photograph alongside, and
with 3 near-semi-circular arches to the east,
shown below. I must confess to focussing almost
exclusively on the east bridge on my visit so
have had to use a Wikipedia Commons
photograph to show the west bridge, which is a
rubble-built flattish arch with single flush arch
rings. The other part is configured like a bridge
of origins that are medieval or just thereafter,
with relatively narrow low arches separated by
broad piers carrying large cutwaters rising to provide refuges. However, the rubble fabric and single flush arch rings
do not look very old, and indeed newer than the western arch. The bridge is c4.5m wide so it is likely that it has at
least been widened, but with access possible only to the upstream face, it is not clear how this might have been
done. Henderson traces the origins back to the 14th century, but states that what can be seen now dates from the
17th century, whereas the Listing mentions those dates but states that the bridge is a 19th century rebuild. The visible
fabric of the eastern part at least, supports the Listing, but the medieval template suggests that a significant part of
the much older bridge may survive. I shall place it in the 17/18th century category.
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CW28. St. Levan Bridges, also called St.
Buryans Bridges cross the Penberth River as it
enters the sea, near the village of Treen, 10km
south-west of Penzance. They are thus further to
the south-west than any other bridge in the
compendium. I have not been able to visit the
site, so the photograph of what I shall call ‘bridge
1’, has been taken from the Listed buildings
website, and it shows a clapper bridge, made up
of 6 granite slabs, supported in threes on the
bank and a pier of stacked rocks. The pathway
is c3.8m wide, and the length, split between two rectangular channels though not evenly, is c3m. However, there is
confusion because ‘bridge 1’ is not that described in the entry with the photograph, but another Listed clapper
bridge, a short distance downstream, and assigned to the 18th century, though I would prefer 17/18th century on the
basis of form and condition. Unfortunately, I have no photograph, and little information for ‘bridge 2’ described in
the entry with the wrong photograph, though I can say it has 3 rectangular channels and cannot exceed 0.3m in
width; it is assigned by the Listing to the 17th century. As a final irony, the Listing refers to the rarity of clapper
bridges in West Cornwall, yet there are two here within c50m of each other.
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CW29. St. Thomas PH Bridge spans the River
Kensey, a small tributary of the River Tamar and
is thought originally to have given access to and
from Launceston Priory, immediately to its south.
The bridge has been dated to the late 15th
century, and has been described as having 4
four-centred arches, though at least one looks
pointed, and the fifth is square. The fabric is
slate-stone and rubble, and the width c2.5m.
There are two cutwaters on the upstream side,
but only one downstream. The iron railings and
central cast iron lamp probably date to the late
19th century. The bridge is by no means robust
and it is easy to imagine it experiencing damage
during floods. There has probably been a bridge
at the present location since the founding of the
priory in the 12th century.
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CW30. Stara Bridge which carries a minor road
over the River Lynher is most easily reached
from the village of Rillaton to the east. It
comprises three rectangular apertures formed in
a clapper-type configuration, with massive
granite lintels. The western pier, on the left in the
photograph, taken from upstream, alongside, is
2m in breadth but the other is massive and
almost twice as broad; both carry cutwaters
upstream

and

downstream

but

only

that

upstream and to the east forms a refuge at
roadway level, the others, in various states of preservation are blocked off by the low parapets. The latter comprise
edge-set slabs and rubble walls at different points. The piers and abutments are faced mainly with granite blocks,
though some rubble-built structure is visible. The apertures range in breadth from 2.3 to 2.45m, and the roadway
narrows to 2.8m wide at the centre of the bridge. Mention should be made of well-defined causeways at each end
of the bridge; the one to the east is pierced by a culvert or flood arch. Stara Bridge is assigned by the scheduling
document to the medieval period with a reference to 14 th century needs; Henderson suggests the 16th century and
although he presents no evidence, I prefer the later date, given the form of the bridge. It took 3 visits to find this
bridge and access around it is poor; however its age and unusual form make it a ‘must see’ artefact.
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CW31. Tideford Bridge crosses the River Tiddy
on Bridge Road in the village of Tideford,
immediately south of the A38. It comprises one
arch which as a result of a widening operation on
the west, upstream face is segmental in that
aspect with a prominent keystone, but on the
original east face it is pointed. The pointed arch
has double chamfered arch rings in two orders.
The bridge is now c4.2m wide, but I do not know
the original width. The original bridge has
features which place it in the 15th century, and
the Listing dates the widening operation to the
18th century. Unfortunately I found it impossible
to see anything useful around the bridge
because of the lack of public access, and I have resorted to a copy of a Francis Frith photograph which shows the
main features of the original east face.
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CW32. Trekelland Bridge is a road-bridge over the River Inney, a tributary of the River Tamar, and is to the
south- west of Launceston; it carries the B3254. It is assigned by all authorities to the early 16 th century. The
fabric is granite ashlar, with later stone rubble parapets and abutments. The two main arches span 5.7m and
there is a smaller flood arch of span 3m at the south west end. The un-widened carriageway is 3m wide. The
main arches are 4-centred, with double arch rings, in two orders and with prominent keystones, although the
flood arch has simple single arch rings; there is a hollow chamfered string course above all the arches. The
raised keystones are a real puzzle, as almost invariably they mark bridges displaying them, as built later than
1700, or at least widened or significantly modified then. My view is that they must have resulted from later
unrecorded work, given the strong evidence for the 16th century origins. The main pier is broad and has triangular
cutwaters on both up-stream and down-stream faces with refuges above, and there are two more between the
river and flood arch. The parapets have been rebuilt in slate rubble but chamfered granite coping has probably
been reused. Trekelland Bridge was the only bridge on the River Inney, to escape destruction in a flood during
1847, but the keystones make me wonder how much damage it may have sustained. Access is fairly good, and
the photograph was taken from a small beach downstream; the two faces are identical.
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CW33. Trekenner Bridge carries a minor road across the River Inney, to the west of the A388, and south- west
of the village of Treburley, 7km south of Launceston. It has 3 semi-circular arches, and is rubble-built with single
flush arch rings. The piers are broad and carry cutwaters upstream and downstream, which are tapered off just
above the arch crowns. The width of the roadway is 2.3m, and the bridge does not appear to have been widened
which makes its common description as a packhorse bridge, rather a misnomer. It is dated to the 16th century,
by the Listing and by Henderson, though the latter makes other statements that bear little relation to the bridge
as it appears now; (it may be that he meant to talk of arch spans of 2 yards, not 2 feet, since they appear to be
c2m). Presumably, it had to be repaired after the flood of 1847. The bridge is not in good order and was quite
hard to find, but access is reasonable.
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CW34. Treverbyn Old Bridge crosses the River
Fowey beside the approach road from the A38
into the east of St. Neots. It is alongside the
bridge built to replace it in 1929, and now carries
pedestrians only. Viewed from downstream as
alongside, the arch furthest to the left, which is
over a small branch of the river, has a squinch at
the top, then a lintel below, and lower still and
behind, an arch ring belonging to the main vault.
The span is 2.7m. The photograph below is a
downstream view of the 2 main river arches,
each slightly pointed, or possibly 4-centred and
spanning 7.3m. The fabric is rubble and the
single arch rings are very slightly recessed. From
upstream, the arches look segmental, and the
recessing of the arch rings is more pronounced. The parapets are low, 0.5m high, enclosing a roadway 2.6m wide
and there are refuges above the cutwaters, upstream and downstream. The bridge is dated to c1412 when a bishop
granted an indulgence to build it, but the small arch is thought to include parts of an even earlier bridge. The
differences in arch form viewed from the two faces are a puzzle, since there is no sign of widening, (except of the
small arch), which might have caused rebuilding, though Henderson’s description from the 1920s suggests that
there has been major refurbishment in recent years. Access is very good downstream but more difficult upstream.
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CW35. Wadebridge Bridge was built in the
years after 1468, on the site of an important but
dangerous ford across the tidal waters of the
River Camel. It was almost 100m long, with a
roadway 2.7m wide, originally carried on 17
pointed arches 5.4m in span, and rising 2.7m
from the springing point, though only 12 arches
are now visible as those at the ends have been
built upon and used as cellars. The piers were
3.6m in breadth with deep cutwaters at each
face, rising to form refuges. The fabric was local
stone rubble. In 1847, the bridge was widened
by 0.9m on each side, by adding segmental
arches with granite dressings supported on the
cutwaters. In 1963, the bridge was widened
again on the upstream side, in a similar fashion.
The view above, taken from downstream, shows
the pointed shape of the original arches, and provides evidence of the widening operations, though there is a lack
of clarity in the Listing statement that the original width was doubled by the final widening exercise. The result seems
nearer a threefold increase to around 8m. The bridge spanned the river between the Chapel of St Michael, on the
west bank of the Camel crossing point, and King's Chapel on the east, but there are no remains of either. Local
legend is that a Reverend Lovybond, patron of the original bridge, solved the problem of building secure foundations
for the many submerged pillars thanks to a dream about sheep shearing. Bales of wool were laid on the river bed,
which apparently swelled up and bound the shifting mud, giving a solid base. The widening operations mean, of
course, that it is only from river level and close up, that medieval fabric can be seen, but the longer view below does
at least show the impressive dimensions of the original bridge, and hints at what might be visible underneath the
arches.
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CW36. Wenford Bridge crosses the River
Camel in the hamlet of Wenfordbridge to the
south-west of St. Brewards; it is most easily
reached from the B3266 to the west. It
comprises

2

slightly

irregular

segmental

arches, with that to the east larger. The fabric
is predominantly coursed rubble, and there are
single flush arch rings on both arches, but the
eastern one (left) has prominent keystones. I
have used the photograph alongside, in spite
of its being messed up by reflections because
I have nothing better to put in its place, and it does show the main features. The broad pier carries cutwaters at both
faces, but only the upstream cutwater is brought up to provide a refuge in the roadway; there is a small flood arch
to the east of the two river arches. The Listing refers to a major flood along the River Camel, and states that what
may have been a 17th century bridge had to be repaired in the aftermath. One would surmise from their appearances
that the eastern arch was rebuilt but that the western arch might have needed only minor repairs, so on that basis I
shall treat it as a 17th century bridge. Access is difficult.
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CW37.

Worthyvale

Manor

Bridge.

Unfortunately, the bridge in question was seen
but ignored, as I confused it with Slaughter
Bridge on which more follows. It crosses a small
un-named tributary of the River Camel, behind
gate-pillars

on

private

land,

but

as

the

photograph shows it should be possible to see
some of the underwork by looking over the
boundary wall. The picture taken from a Historic
England website confirms the Listing statement
that the parapets are low, and refurbished, but it
is wide for its time, the 17th century, at 4.7m
raising the question of whether it has been
widened. The Listing states that there is a single
ashlar- built segmental arch. The road in the
background is the B3314, which crosses the
River Camel immediately to the east at Slaughter Bridge, north of Camelford.
Slaughter Bridge is a clapper bridge with 3 rectangular apertures formed between slate rubble piers and abutments
and topped by heavy granite lintels on which the road surface has been laid, and slate rubble parapets built. The
largest central channel has a breadth of 2.8m, and the roadway on the bridge is 4.7m wide. The bridge is thought
to have been built in the 18th century. I gained access downstream, to the south.
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CW38. Yeolm Bridge crosses the River Ottery,
a Tamar tributary, and is located a few miles
north of Launceston. It is thought to be the oldest
bridge in Cornwall, dating to the middle of the
14th century. No other Cornish bridge has ribs in
the arch vaults, but there are three chamfered
ribs below each of two pointed arches here,
together with chamfered arch-rings. The arches
are each of span 5.4m, and the bridge
carriageway was originally 3.5m wide. The fabric
is coursed local freestone rubble. In the late 19th
century, the bridge was widened on the
downstream (east) side by fractionally over 1m,
but the exact detail cannot really be seen. On the
west side, two cutwaters are carried upwards to provide pedestrian refuges. To the south are two relief arches which
are comparatively modern. The bridge was smoothly constructed and is well maintained.
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Note on Bridge Survival Rates
Reference is made throughout the compendium to the appearance of bridges on Saxton’s maps of the
1570s, helpful confirmation that a bridge stood at that time, but the maps can be used in other ways. I
have counted 43 bridges in Cornwall on Saxton’s map of the 1570s. Of them, I estimate that 16 still stand,
at least in part, and they are in the compendium, a 37% survival rate.
Otherwise, my compendium contains 29 standing bridges built before 1600 in Cornwall, including the 16
survivors from those identified by Saxton, and an additional 13. The latter would be expected to be
amongst the population of smaller bridges, over smaller rivers, which are most likely to have escaped
Saxton’s attention.
+
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